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The 1 thing 
separating spouses get right 

That Divorce Lawyers don’t want you to know
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Start with a Neutral; there is plenty 

of time to hire a lawyer.
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Most people start a separation agreement negotiation with the help of a lawyer, 

then wonder how did the costs balloon out of control.  

 

It goes like this, early on in the lawyer negotiated separation agreement, lawyers 

will often take extreme positions on the issues at hand. This is called positional 

bargaining. Solutions to the issues that divorcing couples bring to the table are 

not being sought out; rather the lawyers are formulating strategies, strategies 

which lead to the endless phone calls, emails, faxes and letters, causing a file 

which should be opened and closed within a month to draw out for many months 

or even years. 

 

The sad part is, and it happens far too often, the very positions that are being ar-

gued are not even within the range of possible outcomes if ruled on by a judge. It 

is, however, great for the law business as family law lawyers generate a large por-

tion of their billable hours by creating and conducting correspondence between 

themselves and their clients, all while burning your financial resources - not to 

mention the impact that a protracted negotiation will have on the emotional well-

being of you and your children. 

 

This is a much better way, the Early Neutral Consultation! 

 

The Early Neutral Consultation is a relatively new and innovative process in sepa-

ration and divorce. Essentially, in an Early Neutral Consultation, a natural financial 

professional, mediator or parenting specialist works exclusively with the couple 

(not individuals) to provide information and a range of options necessary to move 

through the separation and divorce process.   

 

Essentially, you and your soon-to-be ex-spouse ask questions and seek clarifica-

tion on issues during the early neutral consultation. Neither party will be required 

to make any decisions or enter into negotiations during the consultation. Gener-

ally, couples attend for only one session.  

 

The sole and exclusive purpose of the Early Neutral Consultation process is for 

you and your spouse to hear, together, the same information, and the same range 

of options, rather than the extreme self-serving unrealistic positions couples so 

often hear with individual lawyers.  

 

You can expect to come away with a better understanding of the issues holding 

you back from moving forward in your life. Having heard the same information re-

garding your respective issues, you are both in a better position to negotiate a so-

lution, either directly or with the assistance of a mediator. This can save a 

significant amount of time and heartache 



Call Ken 

647-557-3500

Ken is very knowledgeable about the divorce process and the problems dealing with the legal system 

and the courts. Ken proved very helpful in guiding me through my preparation of my court documents 

and how to file said documents and work towards a mediated settlement in the best interest of every-

one concerned. I suggest anyone planning to divorce talk to Ken Maynard before hiring a lawyer as it 

may save both parties allot of heartache, stress and unnecessary expense. A mediated settlement is 

the best approach to settle these kinds of disputes. Maintaining the best interests of the children first 

and helping couples reach an acceptable resolution is what Ken works to achieve.

Separation and divorce are one of the most stressful times in a person's life.  And mine,  even though we be-

lieved things were amicable,  still had a level of tension and stress we didn't expect.   Divorce the Smartway 

helped to ensure my ex and I knew what we were entitled to and helped to make sure both of us were fair in 

what we were negotiating.  People think they can do this on their own.  And I was one of those people.  Be-

lieve me, you cannot.   Ken was professional and understood when emotions ran high.   And made himself 

available for the many questions.   Divorce the Smartway took a lot of the stress of paperwork and negotiat-

ing out of the way and helped me to focus on entering into a new phase of life.

Ken Maynard has worked hard for many years to become an expert in the divorce in-

dustry. Ken and his team are top notch. He is very professional and very successful in 

negotiating divorce settlements. Litigation only results in everyone losing - a lot. If you 

are thinking of divorcing or are working in the divorce industry, I highly recommend 

Ken. I have referred him to many clients with much success.

The process of separation was confusing and emotionally charged. We wanted to limit 

the adversarial nature of sorting out the untangling of lives. Divorce the Smartway pro-

vided us with a solution that was fair, reasonably priced and most importantly left our 

dignity intact. I would highly recommend considering mediation as a option to the 

courts and was very happy with the way Ken and Lisa helped us find our soft landing
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What Soft Landing Alumni Say

https://divorcethesmartway.ca/pre-mediation/early-neutral-consultation-benefits/



